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Abstract

Diverse headline generation is an NLP task
where given a news article, the goal is to gener-
ate multiple headlines that are true to the con-
tent of the article, but are different among them-
selves. This task aims to exhibit and exploit
semantically similar one-to-many relationships
between a source news article and multiple tar-
get headlines. Towards this, we propose a novel
model called DIVHSK. It has two components:
KEYSELECT for selecting the important key-
words, and SEQGEN, for finally generating the
multiple diverse headlines. In KEYSELECT, we
cluster the self-attention heads of the last layer
of the pre-trained encoder and select the most-
attentive theme and general keywords from the
source article. Then, cluster-specific keyword
sets guide the SEQGEN, a pre-trained encoder-
decoder model, to generate diverse yet seman-
tically similar headlines. The proposed model
consistently outperformed existing literature
and our strong baselines and emerged as a state-
of-the-art model. Additionally, We have also
created a high-quality multi-reference headline
dataset from news articles1.

1 Introduction

Generating diverse and semantically similar multi-
ple outputs in natural language generation (NLG)
is an important and challenging task (Tevet and Be-
rant, 2021). The traditional single headline genera-
tion task is formulated as a sequence-to-sequence
learning problem and has been extensively studied
for more than a decade now (Banko et al., 2000;
Zajic et al., 2002; Dorr et al., 2003; Lopyrev, 2015;
Takase et al., 2016; Gavrilov et al., 2019). Recently,
researchers are also interested towards diverse out-
put sequence generation tasks. This falls into the
one-to-many generation category and is being stud-
ied for multiple tasks such as paraphrase genera-
tion (Yu et al., 2021; Gupta et al., 2018), machine

1Our code and dataset are available at https://github.
com/kaushal0494/DivHSK

translation (Shen et al., 2019), question generation
(Shen et al., 2022) and summarization (Cho et al.,
2019). In this work, we consider the problem of
generating diverse headlines given a single news
article. Diverse headlines present the theme of the
article in semantically related yet lexically differ-
ent short sentences, which may attract different sets
of audiences and increase the consumption of the
news.

The existing approaches for diverse sequence
generation mostly diversify the decoding steps
through alternative search algorithms (Vijayakumar
et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2018) or mixture decoder ap-
proaches (Shen et al., 2019; Maurya and Desarkar,
2020) where different decoders generate difference
output sequences. Recently, Cho et al. (2019) pro-
posed a two-stage modeling involving a diversifi-
cation stage to extract diversifying attributes and
a generation stage to guide the encoder-decoder
model for diverse generations. The diversifying
attributes are keywords extracted from the input
text with the expectation-maximization algorithm.
They consider text summarization and question-
generation tasks. In similar lines, Yu et al. (2022)
leverage external knowledge graph, i.e., Concept-
Net (Speer et al., 2017) to extract diverse yet rele-
vant keywords at diversification stage and generate
diverse common sense reasoning texts. These mod-
els are not directly applicable for diverse headline
generation tasks because the headlines are mostly
oriented toward a single common theme (event,
person, etc.) in a short sentence, and these mod-
els distract the semantics of generated headlines.
Our empirical experiments (Section-5) validate this
point. Liu et al. (2020) used manually extracted
keywords with a multi-source transformer for di-
verse headline generation. The model is not scal-
able to other datasets/tasks because keyword extrac-
tion requires a human annotator. Unlike these, we
used an automated self-attention-based approach to
obtain the most attentive keywords from the article
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automatically.
To overcome the limitations of the existing mod-

els, we propose DIVHSK, a simple yet effective
model for diverse headline generation using a self-
attention-based keyword selection. The model has
two modules/components: (a) KEYSELECT - a pre-
trained encoder model to extract diversifying at-
tributes i.e. theme and general keywords from input
news article and (b) SEQGEN - a regular pre-trained
encoder-decoder architecture guided by diversify-
ing attributes for generating multiple diverse yet
semantically similar headlines.

Overall, our main contributions are as follows:
(1) We propose a novel model DIVHSK- Diverse
Headline Generation using Self Attention based
Keyword Selection to generate diverse yet semanti-
cally similar headlines. (2) We release a high qual-
ity MRHEAD: Multi-Reference Headline Dataset
for diverse headline generation task. (3) The per-
formance of the proposed model is compared with
several strong baselines using both automated and
human evaluation metrics.

2 Problem Formulation

Given a news article, the goal is to generate seman-
tically similar, grammatically coherent, fluent and
diverse headlines. Formally, given a news article
x, the goal is to model the conditional distribu-
tion for k target outputs p(yk|x) with valid map-
pings x → y1, . . . , x → yk where {y1, y2, . . . , yk}
should be diverse. Here we consider k = 3, i.e.,
the task is to generate three diverse headlines.

3 Methodology

The proposed DIVHSK model has two components
(1) pre-trained encoder, i.e., KEYSELECT and (2)
regular pre-trained encoder-decoder, i.e., SEQGEN.
As per Liu et al. (2020), multiple headlines should
convey the common theme, differing on a lexical
level and the headline tokens should be uniformly
distributed across the source article. Towards these
goals, in KEYSELECT, we first cluster the encoders’
last-layer self-attention heads to find the most atten-
tive keywords for each cluster from the input news
article. We observe that: (a) all the clusters have
a few most-attentive common keywords called as
theme and (b) cluster-specific most attentive key-
words called as general (i.e., non-theme) keywords.
We combine theme with cluster-specific general
keywords to create diversifying attributes. For each
of the k clusters, there is a corresponding diversify-

ing attribute. Table-4, in Appendix, presents a few
sample themes and general keywords.

The input news article, theme, and general key-
words (from diversifying attributes) are concate-
nated with [SEP] tokens to create modified input
for the SEQGEN module. In this way, different
cluster leads to generate diverse headlines. The
theme and general keywords in the cluster lead to
semantically similar and theme-oriented headlines.
For pre-trained encoder and pre-trained encoder-
decoder models, we use the ’encoder of T5-base’
(Raffel et al., 2020) and T5-base checkpoints, re-
spectively. See Figure 1 for an overview of the
proposed model. More details about each compo-
nent are given below:

3.1 KEYSELECT: Keyword Selection Module

3.1.1 Self-Attention Heads Clustering

We take a pre-trained encoder model with l self-
attention heads h1, h2, . . . , hl from the last layer.
Each self-attention head hi usually focuses on
different parts of the inputs text (Peng et al.,
2020). We group these heads into k clusters
C = {c1, c2, . . . , ck}; so each cluster has g = l

k
heads. Here we cluster the heads in a sequential
manner. Next, we identify the m most-attentive
keywords (not BPE) from each head. As one key-
word may get high attention values from multiple
heads, it may result in overlap among the keyword
sets obtained from each head. Consequently, we
get a maximum of g ∗m keywords from each clus-
ter. Stop-words/function-words are not considered
in keyword sets.

We have clustered the multiple heads of multi-
head attention of the last-hidden layer in a sequen-
tial manner. The adoption of this approach can be
justified from two perspectives. Firstly, during the
pre-training phase of a language model, the weights
of each head within the multi-head attention mech-
anism are initialized with random values. Over the
course of pre-training, these weights undergo the
process of learning to acquire diverse values. The
different heads aim to focus on different parts of the
input and provide a diverse view, which is suitable
for diverse keyword selection. Secondly, the pro-
posed model is trained end-to-end, and the weights
of the KEYSELECT module are consistently up-
dated rather than being fixed. Moreover, the target
headlines associated with different heads (clusters)
are different. Therefore, during back-propagation,
the different heads learn to focus on the keywords
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Figure 1: Overview of proposed DivHSK model. Where time-steps t1 > t2 > t3.

relevant to their respective target reference head-
lines. Based on these points, we conclude that
clustering heads in any order does not have a sig-
nificant impact, and we choose a simple sequential
manner for the clustering of the attention heads.

3.1.2 Creating Diversifying Attributes
Suppose the total number of keywords to guide
the SEQGEN module is n. We keep r keywords
as theme keywords and the remaining n − r as
general keywords. The r keywords are the most-
attentive common keywords across all c clusters.
The rest of the n − r keywords are the most-
attentive non-overlapping keywords specific to in-
dividual clusters ci. These n keywords form the
diversifying attributes Kguide

ci for cluster ci. r is a
hyper-parameter and its value can be determined
empirically. In case r common keywords can not
be found2, then we can take the available r′ com-
mon keywords that can be found, and the remaining
n− r′ keywords can be taken from the individual
clusters. See Algorithm-B in Appendix for more
details.

3.2 SEQGEN: Pre-trained Seq2Seq Module

The diversifying attributes Kguide
ci are con-

catenated with the source article x as:
theme-keywords [SEP] general-keywords [SEP] article

to form the extended article xeci . Each cluster
corresponds to specific attributes, resulting
in different extended articles. We fine-tune
a pre-trained encoder-decoder model with an
extended article and a corresponding headline.
Additionally, we employed word-mover distance
(WMD; Kusner et al. (2015)) between predicted
(hp) and reference (hr) headlines token ids, as

2We have not encountered any scenario where the theme
keywords are not present in one or more clusters.

an additional component in the loss function
to control the diversity with λ. Finally, the
KEYSELECT and SEQGEN modules are trained in
end-to-end manner to minimize the loss L as:

L =
c∑

i=1

(1−λ)(−logPθ(yi|xe
i ))+λ(WMD(hpi, hri)) (1)

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Dataset
One of the essential elements of the proposed work
is the inclusion of multiple reference headlines for
each news article. Specifically, each example in the
dataset will consist of a quadruple in the following
format: <article, headline-1, headline-2,
headline-3>. However, the proposed approach
can be easily extended to a single reference setup.
Towards this, we have created a dataset that we
refer to as MRHEAD: Multi-Reference Headline.

•DataSet Collection: To create the dataset, first,
we scrape news articles and their headlines from In-
shorts (https://www.inshorts.com/) news web-
site and add them to a seed set. Articles under

‘All News’ category, i.e., politics, sports, technol-
ogy, etc. were considered. Next, we identify news
articles from other public news websites that are se-
mantically similar to the articles in the seed set, and
also note their headlines against the corresponding
article in the seed set. To find semantically simi-
lar news articles we use sentence-BERT (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2019) and cosine-similarity scores.
Then, human annotators verify the dataset content
and remove the poor-quality headlines. Following
this process, we obtained 3012 articles each with at
least three parallel headlines. We split the data into
training, validation, and test splits of sizes 2330,
100, and 582 respectively. Dataset creation, hu-
man verification, and other statistics are reported
in Appendix-A.
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4.2 Baselines

We have meticulously chosen six baseline
models for our experimentation and analysis.
Our extensive observations have revealed that
single-output generation models, such as text-
summarization/headline generation models, do not
perform well in multi-output generation settings.
The primary issue with such multiple generated
outputs is their lack of lexical diversity. There-
fore, we have selected three literature baselines:
Mixture-Decoder (MixD; Shen et al. (2019)), Mix-
ture Content Selector (MixCS; Cho et al. (2019)),
and Knowledge Graph Experts (MoKGE; Yu et al.
(2022)). Additionally, we have designed three ro-
bust baselines based on diverse search algorithms
and with modified loss functions: T5+DSA (di-
verse search algorithm), T5+WMD (Kusner et al.,
2015), and T5+Avg-Loss. More details about these
baselines are provided in Appendix-C.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics

We use four automated evaluation metrics that rely
on a lexical and semantic match in a one-to-many
evaluation setup, as, for a given generation there
are three reference headlines. We consider BLEU-
4 (BLEU; Papineni et al. (2002)) and ROUGE-L
(Lin, 2004) metrics as lexical-match metrics, and
BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020) and BARTScore
(Yuan et al., 2021) as semantic match based metrics.
To measure the diversity among the generated head-
lines, we use Pairwise-BLEU (self/P-BLEU; Ott
et al. (2018)) metric similar to Shen et al. (2019).
As stated by Shen et al. (2019), there is always a
trade-off between performance and diversity, i.e., if
the generated headlines are correct but similar, then
the performance (BLEU and ROUGE-L scores)
will be high due to large lexical overlap but the di-
versity will be low (high P-BLEU) and vice-versa.
Towards this concern, we consider the harmonic
mean (HMean) between (1 − PBLEU) and BLEU
as a combined evaluation metric. For more cer-
tainty about model performance, we also conducted
the human evaluation with four metrics, i.e., Flu-
ency (Flu), Relatedness (Rel), Correctness (Corr)
and Diversity similar to (Cho et al., 2019). To
manage the load on evaluators, we selected three
baseline models for human evaluation. Two of
the models were the best-performing (according to
HMean) competitor models from literature (MixCS
and MoKGE), and the other one was T5-Avg-Loss,
the best-performing baseline model designed by us.

We randomly selected 50 generated headlines from
the baselines and the proposed DIVHSK model
as a human evaluation sample. Further, we em-
ploy two sets of annotators for human evaluation
to avoid any biased evaluation. For diversity we
asked an absolute evaluation score on a scale of 1
(lowest) to 5 (highest) and for other metrics a com-
parative evaluation. See more details about human
evaluation guidelines in Appendix-D.

5 Results and Discussions

5.1 Diversity vs. Accuracy Trade-off

Table-1 displays the automated evaluation scores
obtained for various baselines and the proposed
DIVHSK models. The mixture decoder model,
which employs multiple decoders, achieves the
highest BLEU and ROUGE-L scores. However,
the high P-BLEU score for this model indicates
low diversity in the generated headlines, defeating
the purpose of having multiple decoders. Similar
observations are noted for the T5+DSA model. Ad-
ditionally, the high scores obtained for BERTScore
and BARTScore metrics suggest that the DIVHSK
model exhibits superior semantic similarity with
the reference headlines. This is one of the key
constraints that ensure the generated outputs are
semantically coherent. The ideal model should
obtain reasonable BLEU and ROUGE-L scores,
high BERTScore and BARTScore (high semantic
similarity), low P-BLEU (high diversity), and high
HMean scores. The proposed DIVHSK model
satisfies these ideal conditions and emerges as a
state-of-the-art model. The necessary ablation ex-
perimental results are added in Table-5.

5.2 Comparison with State-of-the-Art

We have compared the performances of DIVHSK
with MixD, MixCS, and MoKGE, which are state-
of-the-art literature models. Although these mod-
els perform well for other tasks, they exhibit poor
performance for the diverse headline generation
task. As discussed in Section 1, recent models like
MoKGE perform poorly for diverse headline gener-
ation tasks due to the inclusion of tokens/keywords
from the knowledge graph that may not align with
the headline’s theme and distract the learning pro-
cess. Overall, it is evident from the performances
of MixCS and MoKGE that existing text summa-
rization models do not perform well for headline
generation tasks. This could be due to the fact that
summaries are generally long, while headlines are
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Model Headline 1(⇑) Headline 2(⇑) Headline 3(⇑) P-BLEU
(⇓)BLEU R-L BES BAS HMean BLEU R-L BES BAS HMean BLEU R-L BES BAS HMean

T5+DSA 22.83 0.342 67.21 61.43 0.525 22.97 0.345 67.89 61.26 0.525 25.39 0.346 67.57 61.88 0.525 0.734
T5+WMD 14.60 0.346 64.11 57.83 0.529 16.37 0.353 64.91 57.32 0.530 14.81 0.346 64.23 58.08 0.529 0.730
T5+Avg-Loss 12.07 0.310 61.31 56.44 0.637 12.02 0.308 62.11 56.03 0.637 11.06 0.306 61.72 56.95 0.636 0.672
MixD 23.18 0.322 71.64 68.52 0.320 25.63 0.349 71.91 68.28 0.320 25.84 0.351 71.43 68.88 0.320 0.838
MixCS 14.01 0.242 64.12 56.98 0.347 15.62 0.245 64.83 56.73 0.347 16.77 0.241 64.36 57.22 0.348 0.824
MoKGE 8.94 0.185 57.32 51.11 0.571 12.44 0.208 57.74 50.67 0.576 7.87 0.163 57.34 50.82 0.568 0.705
DIVHSK 16.83 0.289 71.56 69.01 0.690 17.95 0.295 72.03 68.66 0.691 17.72 0.295 71.55 69.98 0.690 0.647

Table 1: Automated evaluation results of the models. Where R-L, BES and BAS indicate ROUGE-L, BERTScore and BARTScore metrics, respectively. Additionally,
HMean indicates the harmonic mean between p-BLEU and BLEU metrics. High HMean and low P-BLEU desirable.

DivHSK Vs T5+Avg-Loss DivHSK Vs MixCS DivHSK Vs MoKGE
Win Lose Tie Win Lose Tie Win Lose Tie

Annotator Set 1
Flu 44.0 34.0 22.0 48.0 30.0 20.0 52.0 36.0 12.0
Rel 26.0 20.0 54.0 48.0 32.0 20.0 42.0 22.0 36.0

Corr 38.0 24.0 38.0 38.0 26.0 36.0 42.0 32.0 26.0
Annotator Set 2

Flu 38.0 32.0 30.0 42.0 40.0 18.0 50.0 42.0 8.0
Rel 28.0 26.0 46.0 34.0 30.0 36.0 48.0 28.0 24.0

Corr 38.0 32.0 30.0 42.0 34.0 24.0 48.0 28.0 24.0

Table 2: Comparative human evaluation results for propose DIVHSK vs base-
lines models. All the scores are reported in percentage (%).

Model Diversity(⇑)
Annotators set-1 Annotators set-2

T5 + Avg-Loss 3.12 3.06
MixCS 2.74 2.56

MoKGE 3.08 2.96
DIVHSK 3.60 3.72

Table 3: Absolute average human evaluation diversity scores.

short and more focused. The models fail to adapt
to these settings.

5.3 Human Evaluation Results

For more reliable evaluation, we also conducted
human evaluation and results are reported in Tables
2 and 3. For Fluency, Relatedness and Correctness
metrics, the DIVHSK model most of the time ei-
ther wins or ends up with tie versus all considered
baselines. Similar trends are observed across both
the annotator sets. The human evaluation scores
correlate well with automated evaluation scores.
The average absolute diversity scores are reported
in Table-3 and it is found that generated text are
more diverse for proposed DIVHSK model. Con-
sidering decent automated and human evaluation
scores, we conclude that our model performs rea-
sonably well and outperforms the other methods
consistently.

5.4 Effect of n and r Parameters

In Figure 2, we investigate the effect of varying
the values of n (the total number of selected key-
words) and r (the number of theme keywords) on
the performance of the DIVHSK model. As n and
r increase, we observe a decrease in the P-BLEU
scores, indicating an increase in diversity (head-
lines are lexically diverse). However, the BLEU
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Figure 2: Trend of BLEU, ROUGE-L and P-BLEU scores for n and r values.

and ROUGE-L scores also decrease due to high di-
versity as these metrics are based on lexical match-
ing. Therefore, the optimal values of n and r are im-
portant to maintain the diversity and performance
trade-off.

6 Conclusion

In this work, We present a novel task and dataset
for diverse headline generation. We also propose
a strong neural architecture for the task. The
model, referred to as DIVHSK, uses self-attention-
based clustering to create diversifying attributes
that guide the pre-trained encoder-decoder model to
generate diverse headlines. We empirically demon-
strate that the DIVHSK consistently outperforms
all baseline models on both automated and human
evaluation metrics, while maintaining diversity as
a key criterion.

Limitations

• We are unable to test the proposed model’s
performance on other datasets due to the un-
availability of public multi-reference headline
generation datasets.

• Our dataset is created over a period of 6
months and contains around 3000 examples.
Although there are several commonly used
benchmark datasets with a similar number
of examples: e.g., R4C reading comprehen-
sion dataset (6.4K examples) (Inoue et al.,
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2020), FIRE-LID (3357 examples), IIITH-
NER (3084 examples) datasets in GLUECoS
benchmark (Khanuja et al., 2020), WNLI
(634 examples), RTE (2500 examples) and
MRPC (3700 examples) datasets in GLUE
benchmark (Wang et al., 2018), NOPE Cor-
pus (around 2.7K examples) (Parrish et al.,
2021), we believe that it will be better to have
a larger dataset for this challenging task. We
plan to create a larger version of the dataset in
future work.
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A MRHEAD Dataset Creation Strategy3

One of the key requirements of our work is to
have multiple reference headlines for a news ar-
ticle i.e., <article, headline-1, headline-2,
headline-3>4. Towards this requirement, we
have created a dataset MRHEAD: Multi-Reference
Headline Dataset. First, we scrape news articles
and their headlines from Inshorts (https://www.

3We will publicly release dataset, code, model checkpoints
and generated text

4Nevertheless, the proposed approach can be easily ex-
tended to single reference setup with modification in the loss
function.
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(a) Mean word count of content and all head-
lines

Figure 3: The various statistics of the dataset are presented. Here the news
article is referred as content.

inshorts.com/) news website. We keep all news
categories in consideration. Once the headline from
Inshorts is collected, we try to collect multiple sim-
ilar headlines from other news websites with fol-
lowing steps:

• Make a google search with news headline text
as the search query.

• Parse the google search response and retrieve
the list of URLs from the search result.

• From the URL list obtained, remove URLs
that belong to Wikipedia, Facebook, Twitter,
etc.

• Remove URLs that correspond to docx, pdf
or ppt files.

• Make a HTTP call to the remaining URLs.
Retrieve similar headlines by parsing the re-
sponse.

Next, we use Sentence-BERT (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019) to get the similarity scores and
pick two headlines from the list of similar headlines
based on similarity scores. Therefore, each entry
in our dataset consists of 4 features: <article,

headline-1, headline-2, headline-3>. Fur-
ther, we ask human annotators to verify the quality
of the dataset and filter/modify the records accord-
ingly. This exercise carried out over a period of
6 months resulted in around 3000 records in total.
The available data was split into 2330, 100, and
582 samples of training, validation and test splits
respectively. The dataset statistics are shown in
figure 3. Table 4 displays a few samples from our
dataset.

As part of the dataset, we have released the
URLs to news articles (these articles are already
in the public domain) and the reference headlines.
Sharing of the urls/news articles is done in several
existing datasets, e.g. NELA2017 dataset (Horne
et al., 2018), Article Commenting Dataset (Qin
et al., 2018).

B KEYSELECT Module

Algorithm 1 Keyword Selection Algorithm
Require: l self-attention heads h1, h2, . . . , hl

Require: c clusters c1, c2, . . . , cc
Require: m, n, r: Keyword-Selection hyper-parameters
1: Initialize g = l

c
2: for i ∈ {0, c− 1} do
3: Assign g heads (hig+1-h(i+1)g)) to the cluster ci
4: Initialize set wi← ∅ to store the keywords of ci
5: for each hj in ci do
6: Select top m attentive words from hj and update

the set wi

7: end for
8: # ci will contain at most g ∗m keywords
9: end for

10: for i ∈ {0, c− 1} do
11: Select r (or r′) theme keywords from overlapping

keywords across c clusters based on attention scores
12: Select n− r (or n− r′) general keywords from non-

overlapping keywords specific to the cluster ci based on
attention scores

13: Cluster ci have corresponding diverse keywords set
Kguide

i of size n
14: end for
15: Use Kguide consists list of selected keywords for c clus-

ters in SeqGen module

C Baselines

We compare the proposed model performance with
three literature and three other strong baselines.
Details of the baselines are mentioned below:

1. Mixture-decoder: In the mixture decoder
(Shen et al., 2019) approach, three different
decoders are used to generate the diverse head-
lines. Each decoder is trained with a differ-
ent headline and we take the average cross-
entropy loss for the particular news article.
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S.No. Example-1 Example-2

News Article

Days after a 20-year-old B.Com student was found
unconscious with her hands and legs tied up on the
outskirts of Andhra Pradesh, Vizianagaram town
police said the incident was staged.The woman left
her hostel to meet a male friend. After her brother
inquired about her at the hostel she staged the
incident to convince her family she was kidnapped.

A video showing a Chandigarh female traffic police
constable holding her baby in her arms while on duty
has gone viral on social media. The constable Priyanka
was reportedly pulled up for not reporting to work at
8 am following which she took her baby to work. The
clip was captured near the roundabout of Chandigarh’s
Sector 15:23 on Friday.

Headline 1 20-yr-old Andhra woman found with hands, legs
tied staged ’kidnap’: Police

Chandigarh traffic constable reports for duty with
baby in arms; video goes viral

Headline 2 Andhra woman found ‘unconscious’ had staged
‘kidnap’ say police

Video of Chandigarh cop holding baby while on duty
goes viral: The Tribune India

Headline 3 Kidnapping victim found tied up in backseat after
police stop wrong way driver in Olympia

Video of a Woman Traffic Constable Holding Baby on
Duty Goes Viral Netizens Demand Free Daycare for
Cops

Table 4: Sample examples from MR-Head dataset

News Keyword
Set 1

Keyword
Set 2

Keyword
Set 3

Theme
Keyword

Actress Raveena Tandon who will be making her digital debut with
the crime thriller series Aranyak said that her kids are excited to
see her on OTT. She added My kids...tell me Mom you re going to
be on Netflix It s a cool thing for them. Speaking about her
character as a cop in the series Raveena said She has incredible
strength. 

thriller
cop

Netflix

crime
excited
Netflix

debut 
kids

Netflix
Netflix

China filed the highest number of patent applications globally in
2020 retaining its top position for the second consecutive year
the UN s World Intellectual Property Organization WIPO said.
China filed 68,720 applications last year while the US filed 59,230.
In 2019 China had replaced the US as the top patent application
filer for the first time in over four decades.

second 
position

China

highest 
retaining

China

top 
replaced 

China
China

Keyword
Set 1

Keyword
Set 2

Keyword
Set 3

Figure 4: Examples to illustrate theme and general keywords selected with KEYSELECT module. Here, the general
keywords set is a subset of the keyword set.

2. Mixture Content Selector: In MixCS (Cho
et al., 2019), the authors introduced a selec-
tion module SELECTOR to perform the di-
versification process. The SELECTOR mod-
ule generates three different sets of keywords
which were concatenated by input news and
fed into the standard encoder-decoder model
for headline generation.

3. Experts(MoKGE): In MoKGE (Yu et al.,
2022) approach, apart from keyword extrac-
tion from the input news, the authors leverage
the use of knowledge graph, i.e., ConceptNet
(Speer et al., 2017) to extract the diverse set of
keywords to guide an encoder-decoder model
to generate diverse headlines.

4. T5+ DSA (Diverse Search Algorithm): We
fine-tune the T5-base checkpoint to return the
three sequences with a combination of top-k
and top-p sampling.

5. T5+WMD (Word Mover Distance): Similar
to T5+ DSA but additionally we added WMD

along with standard cross-entropy loss. The
loss function is given as follows.

L = (1− λ)× LCE + λ× LWMD (2)

LWMD = WMD(hp, hr) (3)

Here, LCE indicates the standard cross-
entropy loss, and LWMD indicates word
mover distance as a loss, where hp and hr
are predicted and reference headlines. λ is
a hyperparameter. For the best-performing
model, λ is 0.5.

6. T5+Avg Loss: Similar to T5+DSA, but ad-
ditionally the final loss is an average cross-
entropy loss for the same news article. The
loss function is given as follows.

L =
L1CE + L2CE + L3CE

3
(4)

The losses L1CE , L2CE and L3CE are calcu-
lated with respect to each headline-1, headline-
2 and headline-3 respectively.
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D Human Evaluation Setup

We conducted a human evaluation with four metrics
i.e., Fluency (Flu), Relatedness (Rel), Correctness
(Corr), and Diversity. Fluency measures how flu-
ent and grammatical the generated text is. Related-
ness indicates how much the generated outputs are
in the context with input(s), Correctness measures
semantics and meaningfulness. Finally, Diversity
measures how diverse the generated headlines are.

A human evaluation task was conducted to com-
pare the results of our proposed model with base-
lines. The evaluations were carried out by 20 hu-
man evaluators, each of whom held at least a Mas-
ters’s degree and possessed a good knowledge of
the English language. We selected 50 input news
articles randomly from the dataset and generated
three headlines for each article using the selected
models. For each input, we randomly selected the
kth generated headline (k ∼ 1, 2, 3) from the mod-
els (both baselines and proposed). For example,
if k = 2, we selected the second generated head-
line from the proposed model as well as from all
the other baselines. This process was repeated for
all 50 input news articles. For the first task, the
dataset consists of 3-tuples containing the news
article, headline from the proposed model, and
headline from the baseline model. The annota-
tors were asked to provide relative scores based
on fluency, relatedness, and correctness between
the two headlines. They were given three options
(0, 1, 2), where 1 indicated that headline-1 was
better, 2 indicated that headline-2 was better, and 0
indicated a tie. The annotators were not informed
about the baseline and proposed model results.

The second task aims to ensure the diversity of
generated headlines. Similar to the first task, we
selected 50 samples from the proposed model and
other baselines for the same news articles. The
dataset consists of a news article and three head-
lines. The annotators were asked to provide diver-
sity scores ranging from 1 to 5, where 1 indicated
headlines with the least diversity or unacceptable
quality and 5 indicated diverse headlines along with
good quality.

E Implementation Detail

In our proposed model, we utilized pre-trained
weights of the T5-base encoder for the pre-trained
encoder used in the KEYSELECT module during
training. The model was trained for 20 epochs,
and the best checkpoint was selected based on the

validation loss. We used l = 12 self-attention
heads from the pre-trained encoder of the KeySe-
lect module. As we aimed to generate three diverse
headlines, we set c = 3, which implies g = 4. The
optimal values for our best-performing model were
m = 10, n = 3, r = 2, and λ = 0.5. The total
number of parameters was 3 × 108. We utilized
the Adam optimizer technique with a learning rate
of 1e− 4. During the test phase, we used the com-
bination of Top-K and Top-p sampling decoding
strategies, where K = 50 and p = 0.95. The batch
size was 32. We implemented all the models us-
ing PyTorch (Hugging-face). Model training was
performed on a V100, 32GB single GPU.

F Ablation Study

We conducted an ablation study to analyze the ef-
fect of different model components on the perfor-
mance of our proposed model. The experimental
results are presented in Table-5. First, we added a
plug-and-play module called WordNet (Fellbaum,
1998) to our model, which is used to obtain related
keywords from the input text. Specifically, if n key-
words are extracted from the input text in a cluster
ci, then the final set of keywords after using the
WordNet module would be at least 2n keywords
for that particular cluster ci. However, in this ex-
periment, we observed a significant drop in quality
across all generated headlines. Next, we experi-
mented with removing the Word Mover Distance
component from the loss function and observed
a drop in performance in terms of BLEU and P-
BLEU scores compared to our proposed DIVHSK
model. We also experimented with different values
of the hyperparameter λ used in the loss function
and found that our proposed model outperforms
all other variations of the model. Overall, the ab-
lation study demonstrates the importance of the
different model components in achieving the best
performance for headline generation.

G Model Generated Headlines

In this section, we present the results generated by
our proposed model, along with the results of base-
line models. The generated headlines, along with
input news and reference headline, are tabulated in
Tables 6 and 7.
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Experiments Headline-1(⇑) Headline-2 (⇑) Headline-3 (⇑) P-BLEU
(⇓)BLEU ROUGE-L BLEU ROUGE-L BLEU ROUGE-L

DivHSK without WMD 15.10 0.2552 14.55 0.2419 15.88 0.2541 0.6488
DIVHSK with WordNet 15.05 0.2671 14.71 0.2673 14.62 0.2699 0.6087
DIVHSK Model (λ= 0.1) 14.39 0.2763 13.97 0.2795 13.45 0.2722 0.5897
DIVHSK Model (λ = 0.2) 15.31 0.2864 15.12 0.2824 16.31 0.2882 0.6211
DIVHSK Model(Ours) (λ = 0.5) 16.83 0.2896 17.95 0.2954 17.72 0.2955 0.6477

Table 5: Different ablation experiments that provide clarification for model design choices.

News

Actress Raveena Tandon who will be making her digital debut with the crime thriller series
Aranyak said that her kids are excited to see her on OTT. She added My kids...tell me
Mom you re going to be on Netflix It s a cool thing for them. Speaking about her character
as a cop in the series Raveena said She has incredible strength.

Reference
Headlines

My kids feel it’s a cool thing
to be on OTT: Raveena on
her digital debut

Raveena Tandon on her
digital debut with Aranyak
My kids feel it’s a cool
thing to be on Netflix

My kids feel being on
Netflix is a cool thing
Raveena Tandon on digital
debut with Aranyak

Model Generated Headline 1 Generated Headline 2 Generated Headline 3

Mixture
Selector

My kids are excited to see
me on Netflix: Raveena
Tandon

My kids are excited to
see me on Netflix: Raveena

My kids are excited to see me
on OTT: Raveena

MoKGE
Raveena Tandon Says Her
Kids Are Excited To See
Her On Netflix

My kids are excited to see
me on OTT: Raveena

My kids are excited to see
her on Netflix

T5-Avg
Tell me mom you’re going
to be on Netflix it’s a cool
thing for kids: Raveena

Tell me mom you’re going
to be on Netflix it’s cool
for kids: Raveena

Tell me mom you’re going
to be on Netflix it’s a cool
thing for kids, Raveena

Mixture
Decoder

My kids are excited: Raveena
on making digital debut in
’Aranyak’

Kids excited to see me on
Netflix: Raveena on
’Aranyak’: Tandon

Kids excited to see me on
Netflix: Raveena on making
digital debut with ’Aranyak’

Ours Actress Raveena to play as
cop in a thriller on Netflix

I am super excited for my
kids to see me on Netflix:
Raveena

Mom is to be on Netflix. It’s
a cool thing for kids: Raveena
on her OTT debut

Table 6: Sample generated headlines with different baselines and proposed model

News

China filed the highest number of patent applications globally in 2020 retaining its top
position for the second consecutive year the UN s World Intellectual Property Organization
WIPO said. China filed 68,720 applications last year while the US filed 59,230. In 2019 China
had replaced the US as the top patent application filer for the first time in over four decades.

Reference
Headlines

China files highest patents
globally for 2nd year in a
row: UN

China becomes world’s top
patent filer after four decades
with US on top

China extends lead over U.S.
in global patents filings
U.N. says

Model Generated Headline 1 Generated Headline 2 Generated Headline 3

Mixture
Selector

China tops the list of top
patent filers for 2nd
consecutive year

China files highest number
of patent applications globally
for 2nd consecutive year

China files highest number
of patent applications globally
for 2nd consecutive year

MoKGE China tops the list of top
patent filers globally in 2020

China retains top spot for 2nd
consecutive year: UN

China tops the list of world’s
top patent exporters in 2020

T5-Avg
China files highest number of
patent applications globally
in 2020 retains top position

China files highest number of
patent applications globally in
2020 retains top position: UN

china files highest number of
patent applications in 2020
retains top position: UN says

Mixture
Decoder

China retains top ranking in
2020, file the highest patent
applications globally

China retains top position in
2020, filed highest number of
patent applications

China retains top position in
2020, filed highest number of
patent applications

Ours
China retains top position in
global patent filings for
second consecutive year.

China files highest number
of patents globally in 2020,
retains top spot: UN

China replaces US as top
patent applicant: UN

Table 7: Sample generated headlines with different baselines and proposed model
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